39. Purification and Removal of Negative
Unproductive DNA Imprints in My Chakras
Beloved Malachi, Katherine Bell, Ph.D.,D.,D.
And Barbara “Marrianna” Zimmermann
Can you assist me in the Purification and Removal of All Genetic Negative
Unproductive DNA Imprints of Eon’s past?
“Indeed those Genetic Imprints are locked in the Root Chakra. So once again
you realize why we say to you, you must work with the opening of the Lower Chakras.
We are going to take you first to what we will call it visualization. So again let us have
you Breathe in, Recognize your consciousness where it resides then drop it within the
Root Chakra. We are going to ask you to take a deep Breath and Visualize and see a
Vibration spiral through the Root Chakra with Pure Fire. Watch that Fire Blaze and
circle and Blaze and Circle. Then Begin to Feel the Blaze In through the Chakra, not
only as it circles ethereally but what you would term the cells of your Body. Helping to
Purify, Helping to Release, Helping to cure the Unconscious of its Intention to Hold on
to what you call the Genetic Stream of the Earth Consciousness that has been around
for thousands of years that are no longer necessary, in particularly your own Genetic
Inheritances. Willing to Release after Generation, after Generation, after Generation,
now do you Feel yourself Fired Up, warming up?”
Yes.
“Now as you watch that Fire Blazing, visualize it Blazing to ashes. The ashes
are the Release of the Genetic Codes that you carried and are no longer needed. Now
take another Breath and Feel yourself as though you are Blowing the Ashes Away and
leaving a Pure Spin of Light in your Root Chakra.
“Know you can use this exercise for every one of your Chakras.”
Thank you so much Malachi
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